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Abstract: In the resource-constrained environment of today’s Army, the Army must exercise wise stewardship of 
every dollar managed.   A key element in our conservancy is to develop and use sound cost benefit analysis (CBA) 
practices throughout all requirements/resourcing processes. Supporting the industrial base is just one of the key force 
enablers that support not only power projection issues but the ability of the Army to perform its’ mission. The purpose of 
this research is to develop and articulate a CBA process specifically for investments in industrial base projects with a 
focus on the Production Base Support program for the Army ammunitions industrial base. The process will assist analysts 
in identifying, quantifying, and evaluating the future costs for strategic production investments for industrial facilities to 
support the ammunition industrial base. This research focused on how to develop quantifiable and non-quantifiable 
benefits for the proposed investments that is a key step in the process.  Specifically, we used value modeling with total 
ownership costs to develop the quantifiable benefits. We also developed a means to represent risk within a value 
modeling approach. This methodology provides cost, risk, and value tradeoffs for the selection and validation process of 
modernization investments for the ammunition industrial base. 
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1. Overview

The Department of the Army (DA) currently owns three government-operated arsenals, two government operated 
ammunition plants, and six contractor-operated ammunition plants. These facilities produce conventional ammunition 
(ranging from small arms through large caliber artillery), specialized munitions (such as smoke and incendiary rounds), 
gun tubes, other fabricated metal products, and chemical and biological defense equipment. The Army’s ammunition 
spending peaked at $3.2 billion in FY 2006, with the largest increases occurring in small/medium caliber ammunition 
(5.56mm to 40mm), mortar ammunition, artillery ammunition, and “other ammunition,” which includes demolition 
charges, grenades, signals, and simulators. In real terms, the DA’s ammunition procurement is expected to fall back down 
to about $1.6 billion per year in FY 2015-2018, or approximately the same level as in FY 1999-2001 (Pint et al, 
2013). The combination of declining ammunition requirements, decreased budgets available for maintenance and 
strategic investments, congressional oversight, and an increasingly capable commercial sector has challenged the 
operational sustainability of the Government Owned Government Operated and Government Owned Contractor Operated 
facilities. Conducting sound analysis to support resource expenditures is critical in that defensible and “smart” tradeoffs 
must be made between financial and value based investments. The current methodology uses a simple weight scoring 
that incorporates value, cost, and risk into one single value. This research is focused on improving that methodology. 

With a total reduction in the DoD budget, reduced requirements, and a fixed industrial base (in terms of size and 
capacity) the DA must invest strategically to maintain the ammunition capacity that currently exists within the 
government- controlled industrial base. 

The DoD approach to the acquisition of conventional ammunition has included a blend of three types of production 
sources: 
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